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movers makers

VICTORIA HAGAN FOR THE SHADE STORE 
Designer Victoria Hagan’s new drapery panels for The Shade Store dress windows with a look that 

celebrates the graceful undertones of nature—and elegant details that rival the classic architectural 
touches of her timeless interiors. theshadestore.com
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Cristina
Buckley
Taking cues from Art Deco, chinoiserie, and 
ornamentalism, Cristina Buckley’s new 
Muses collection of wallpaper packs a 
punch. Bold pattern and color evoke 
emotion and set the mood for a room. 
Buckley, who honed her skills with Kelly 
Wearstler and Schumacher, stresses 
artisanal integrity—her papers are all 
screen printed by hand in the United 
States. cristinabuckley.com 

Eating Together Again

Nimerology
Beruit-born Nour al Nimer’s passion 
for design came naturally—she’s the 

daughter of an art collector. Pairing 
that with her equally strong affinity 

for food, she founded Nimerology. 
The luxury tabletop collection is 

making its debut in the United 
States with porcelain dishes in 

high-energy patterns and 
fashionable colors. nimerology.com 

MARIGOLD
LIVING
Neutral tables may be the 
best way to laud a chef’s 
culinary creations, but at 
home, color—and lots of 
it—embodies comfort. 
Marigold Living’s cast of 
patterns in vivid hues 
saturate table linens that 
are hand-blocked in India. 
Imperfections that emerge 
from centuries-old 
techniques add to the 
artisanal charm. 
marigoldliving.com

Alex 
Geriner
Out of the destruction 
that was Hurricane 
Katrina, beauty has 
emerged—in the form of 
handmade furniture 
designed by Alex Geriner 
for his New Orleans-based 
company, Doorman. 
Geriner and his team of 
woodworkers and artisans 
use reclaimed and 
salvaged materials to 
shape pieces with refined 
Southern style—including 
the graceful “Julia” 
canopy bed, left. 
doormandesigns.com
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Emmy Ellison FOR DEMAROC HOME
On her first trip to Morocco, Los Angeles designer Emmy Ellison fell in love—with the country’s vibrant culture, rich history, intriguing 
people, and captivating rugs. Ellison transformed her passion into a business. Ellison now travels throughout Morocco to hand-pick the 
handmade vintage rugs, poufs, and pillows she offers at DeMaroc Home. Each piece is crafted with authentic Berber symbols and ancient 
Moroccan motifs that imbue a special charm. The yarn-dyed rugs—in warm colors brought to life by vegetable dyes—are crafted of wool 
and goat hair while pillows are made from 100 percent cactus silk. “Every rug I select brings me joy,” Ellison says. “I fall in love with every 
piece and imagine where it could find a place in someone’s life.” demarochome.com

VON GERN
HOME
Playing dress-up isn’t limited 
to closet-based creations. 
Kira Faiman found runway 
potential on table surfaces 
too. That led the former 
banker—who left the financial 
world to study decorative  
arts history at Parsons School 
of Design—to launch 
Von Gern Home, a spirited 
collection of napkins, 
placemats, and trays that 
spices up the routine of 
sitting down for a meal with 
the excitement of a 
fashion show. 
vongern
home.com

Tamam  
Collectors Clare Louise Frost and 

Elizabeth Hewitt work separately to 
manage their own textile lines. 

Teaming up added a new layer of 
imagination to Tamam, their East 

Village boutique that captivates 
with Turkish design leanings on 

goods for the home, including 
textiles, ceramics, rugs, and 

tabletop pieces. shop-tamam.com



John Derian
With charm and wonder seemingly plucked 
straight out of an Aesop’s fable, the John 
Derian collection of women’s luxury 
slippers for Stubbs & Wootton puts 
elegance at your feet. The Palm Beach-
based company, named for 18th-century 
English artists, stays true to its old-world 
inspiration. Slippers are made in Spain by 
local artisans. stubbsandwootton.com 

Paolo Moschino through Lee Jofa 
For the past 20 years, Paolo Moschino has earned his stripes—and his damasks and 
florals—creating for and expanding the firm he bought from British designer Nicky 
Haslam. English-based textile powerhouse Lee Jofa took note of Moschino’s eye for 
design and now carries a full range of his diverse patterns. leejofa.com

MARK D. SIKES FOR CHADDOCK 
Style alert! Interior fashion scores a trifecta with a collaboration between Los Angeles designer Mark D. Sikes and furniture maker Chaddock—
topped off with a pretty pop of custom color courtesy of English paint maker Farrow & Ball. Beauty achieved. chaddockhome.com
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deVOL  
Founded by two Loughborough 
University grads in 1989 as a 
humble handmade furniture shop, 
deVOL has grown into a bespoke 
kitchen company that’s renowned 
far from its Leicestershire home. 
Now its distinctive English style has 
reached across the pond to a New 
York showroom in a mid-19th-
century building at 28 Bond Street 
in Manhattan. To show off the 
company’s work, deVOL artisans 
have created four beautifully 
appointed kitchen displays in the 
main showroom. Plus, don’t miss 
your chance to peruse the 
basement and yard full of intriguing 
vintage furniture and antiques.
devolkitchens.com +

Sandra Vlock
Sandra Vlock will never forget the day two massive antique mooring buoys floated into 
her life. “These weatherworn orbs with their hulking shackles were initially intimidating 
to me,” she says. “I saw them as iconic ancient mariners with their own powerful stories 
to tell, and I was reluctant to impose my own story on them. But I eventually did.” The 
Connecticut architect and artist shaped the steel spheres into dramatic fire bowls—
creations that launched Studio Vlock. Now buoys that once anchored boats serve as 
anchors for communal gatherings, turning outdoor spaces into intimate places lit by 
dancing flame. Vlock also uses other repurposed objects and sustainable materials, 
such as weathered and stainless steel, as her canvas, creating artful screens, gates, and 
lanterns by hand in her New England studio. studiovlock.com

Eleish Van Breems
The classic forms of Scandinavian furniture drove 
Rhonda Eleish and Edie van Breems to open their 
Connecticut antiques shop in 1997. Now they’re 
offering reproductions of the pretty pieces. They’ll 
paint the frames the color of your choosing, or 
frames can be left raw. evbantiques.com
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